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Visualization Framework Tool offers such unique features,
benefits and additional values to our customer as:

Multi point cloud management
Time synchronization of data acquisition from different sources
(multiple LiDARs, cameras, RADARs and navigation data)
Motion Compensation for all involved 3D sensors
Calibration of sensors to each other (angular and position
“Boresighting”)
Different preset viewpoints to visualize the data (egocentric,
exocentric, map view, orthogonal views)
Hosting of LFT LiDAR perception algorithms
Clustering of LiDAR objects
Different display modes:
1. Distance coloring
scheme (useful if object is
clearly separated from
background in terms of
distance) (Pic. №1)

2. Height coloring scheme
(useful if object is clearly
separated from
background in terms of
height) (Pic. №2)
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 Visualization Framework Tool (VFT) is our multisensor scalable
visualization  platform, which is the counterpart of our recording
platform and is able to postprocess the recorded 3D data in real
time and synchronously.
 VFT offers the possibility to generate a RAW fusion of any
sensors and can provide any kind of display for visualization.
 At the same time the LFT LiDAR perception products are
integrated in the VFT and can be evaluated.
 The possibility to connect further data sources to evaluate
fusion processes is included.



4. Label  number  coloring
scheme (useful if object
was correctly clustered –
then it has different color
from other clusters and
street) (Pic. №4)

5. Camera image coloring
mapped on LiDAR pixels, a
raw fusion technique (very
useful if object color is
clearly distinguishable
from background color)
(Pic. №5)
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Display of detailed data in tables (point cloud properties, object
properties, navigation data) with copy&paste functionality
Filters to mask certain pixels:

1. Mask terrain/street pixels (vehicles/pedestrians/bicycles are
more clearly visible)
2. Mask fog/snow/rain artefact pixels

Recorded data handling:

 Tagging of data (tags on time axis, jump to selected tag in
file)
 Preview of map with driving route for each file
 Filter for files/data sets with tags and/or position
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3D annotation of LiDAR data
Possibility to record videos and screenshots

3.

3. Reflectivity / intensity
coloring scheme (useful if
object has specific
reflectivity properties like
vehicle with license
plates, bicycle with wheel
reflectors, traffic signs)
(Pic. №3)
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LAKE FUSION Technologies in a nutshell:

The expert company LAKE FUSION Technologies GmbH
(LFT) was founded by specialists which are coming from
the aviation sector at the end of 2018 in Markdorf
Germany close to LAKE Constance

LFT is specialized in rule-based LiDAR perception
processing & FUSION solutions for performance increase
(sensor, system) and integrity assurance

LFT provides environmental perception Technologies for
highly automated systems / autonomous driving

Visualization Framework Tool (software tool training)
Annotation services to test the efficiency of the program
or to train it
Sensor settings (LFT would advise you on where on the
car each sensor need to be installed)
Data collection services
Software adaptation to the customer needs

Offered services: 


